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Abstract
Web Learning is an important higher education aspect as it meets 
needs of an increasing pool of non-traditional students who need 
education to work in the present information age. It ensures a 
flexible, convenient and manageable way to learn. Through various 
learning and thinking approaches, researchers are attempting to 
understand and identify people’s online learning pattern and how 
this can be enhanced by including new ideas and technological 
tools available into instruction. Cognitive learning predicts web 
based and multimedia learning’s effectiveness. This research 
paper proposes a novel method to identify a user’s need based 
on the cognitive behavior of the user through questionnaires and 
also classify the user’s preference using MLP with PSO (Particle 
Swarm Optimization). Based on the response of the user, MLP is 
used with the PSO to predict the requirements of future users.
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I. Introduction
Web Learning includes tools that use the internet for learning 
content delivery. This can be in the form of tutorials, online 
discussion group or virtual platforms for hands-on training. Web 
Learning represents a computer assisted instruction, evolution for 
content delivery over the internet. Web Learning also includes 
hyperlink functions permitting cross referencing to other 
resources and searching capabilities crucial for constructivism 
based learning [1] theory principles, which makes learners create 
own knowledge base over time. The Cognitive learning theory 
suggests that learning is a mental process while Behavioral 
learning suggests that learning is due to pleasant/unpleasant life 
experiences. As epistemological processes and cognitive theory 
are related, learning process comes from perception, memory, 
experience, and overtly verbal thinking.
Maria Kozhevnikov et al.  defined cognitive style as consistent 
individual differences in preferred ways of organizing and 
processing information and experience, which is different from 
learning style [2].Cognitive styles, reveal a person’s habitual 
ways of problem thinking, solving, perceiving/remembering, 
considered traits and relatively stable characteristics whereas 
learning strategies are state-driven.
Web based learning systems [3] benefits users compared to 
traditional learning systems, and it is a powerful learning 
environment for students. Web learning systems have effective 
methods, and adopt a personalized approach based on factors like 
preferences, age, interest, motivations and emotions. This paper 
emphasizes system associated cognitive aspects. Web learning 
users need innovative methods for the learning system to ensure 
motivated learning. Web learning system also emphasizes user’s 
cognitive characteristics, experience and demands and so its design 
requires a thorough understanding of learner’s activity to improve 

the user’s cognitive approach based the user’s requirements. 
Cognitive learning theory [4], states that learning involves a change 
in a person’s cognitive structure, this change occurring when new 
information/experiences combine with existing knowledge stored 
in the long term memory (LTM). Learning is meaningful when it 
connected to what a person already knows. When new information 
is connected to existing knowledge, it is known as meaningful 
learning. Knowledge sans meaning is just information. Effective 
teachers create learning experiences leading to such a learning. 
The opposite is rote learning, when information is presented from 
a knowledge context or when not connected with what is already 
known.
MLP neural networks include units in layers [5], each layer being 
made up of nodes. In fully linked network each node links other 
nodes in subsequent layers. Each MLP has a minimum of three 
layers including an input layer, one/more hidden layers and output 
layer. Input layer distributes inputs to subsequent layers and such 
nodes have linear activation functions without thresholds. Every 
hidden unit node and output node have associated thresholds in 
addition to weights. Hidden unit nodes have nonlinear activation 
functions and outputs linear activation functions. Thus, a signal 
feeding into a node in subsequent layers has original input multiplied 
by weight with added threshold which is then passed through an 
activation function which is either linear/nonlinear.
MLP is used for optimization combining with Particle Swarm 
Optimization (PSO) which are Universal Approximators in 
other words i.e. General-purpose models, with varied and large 
applications. The MLP’s nonlinearity can model complex functions 
and also ignores irrelevant inputs/noise. It adapts weights and/or 
topology when responding to environmental changes. Black-box 
point of view is used with little knowledge about the relationship of 
function to be modeled. MLP’s hidden layer uses tangent-sigmoid 
activation function and linear activation in the output layer. Such 
activation function combinations can approximate any function 
(with a finite number of discontinuities) accurately, if hidden layer 
has needed units.
PSO algorithm [6] is a population-based optimization method, in 
which potential solutions set evolves to an optimal solution (or 
solutions set) to a problem. The social metaphor that resulted in this 
algorithm is summarized thus: individuals who form part of society 
hold opinions which becomes part of a “belief space” (search space) 
shared by every individual. Individuals can modify “opinion state” 
based on 3 factors: (1) search for new environmental knowledge 
(explorative factor); (2) individual’s earlier history of states 
(cognitive factor); (3) earlier history of the states of individuals’ 
neighborhood (social factor). This research work combines MLP 
with PSO to classify the cognition based user preferences of web 
learning system with enhanced classification accuracy. This paper 
is organized into the following sections. Section 2 discusses the 
related works. Section 3 briefly describes the methodology and 
PSO MLP Algorithm, section 4 describes the results obtained and 
discusses the same. Finally the section 5 concludes the paper.
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II. Related Works 
Mustafa (2005) [7] examined web-based learning individual 
different issues which are also called online training, online 
instruction or distance education. Distance education design 
implications were also discussed. Though the purpose was 
to identify learner characteristic differences like cognitive, 
emotional, physiological and social factors affecting web-
enhanced environment’s learning, questions about how web 
reinforces learning, what development ideas, theories and models 
present design/deliver online instruction, and lastly evidence of 
effectiveness in using World Wide Web (WWW) for learning/
instruction was reported. It was also analyzed to extend web-based 
learning’s theoretical and epistemological understanding.
PSO algorithm converged rapidly at the start of global search, but 
becomes slow around global optimum. In contrast, the gradient 
descending method achieves faster convergent speed around global 
optimum, and simultaneously has higher convergent accuracy. So 
Zhang, et al. (2007) [8] suggested a hybrid algorithm combining 
PSO with back-propagation (BP) algorithm. This was also referred 
to as a PSO–BP algorithm to train the weights of feed forward 
neural networks (FFNN). The hybrid algorithm not only uses 
PSOA’s global searching ability, but also BP algorithm’s local 
search ability. The PSO algorithm was introduced to a new selection 
strategy of inertial weights. A heuristic way to transit from PSO 
to gradient descending search was adopted in the proposed PSO–
BP algorithm. The authors also provided three particle encoding 
strategies and also revealed the different problem areas where 
encoding strategy was used. Experimental results showed that 
the new hybrid PSO–BP algorithm was an improvement over the 
Adaptive Particle swarm optimization algorithm (APSOA) and 
BP algorithm in convergent speed and accuracy.
Marwala et al. (2004) [9] suggested using PSO for finite element 
(FE) model updating. PSO method was compared to present 
methods, which used simulated annealing (SA). An unsymmetrical 
H-shaped structure was used to test the new method. It was observed 
that the new method provided updated natural frequencies, which 
were accurate, followed by that provided by an updated model 
obtained using GA and full FE model. It was also seen that the new 
method gave updated mode shapes best correlated to measured 
ones, followed by those by an updated model obtained using SA 
and a full FE model. Further, it was observed that PSO achieved 
accuracy at a computational speed faster than that of GA and full 
FE model which in turn was faster than SA and full FE model.
Taskin et al.[12] state that the image classification is a complex 
process affected by some uncertainties and decisions made by the 
researchers. The accuracy achieved by a supervised classification 
is largely dependent upon the training data provided by the analyst. 
The use of representative training data sets is of significant 
importance for the performance of all classification methods. 
Multi-layer perceptron model trained with backpropagation 
learning algorithm is employed to classify major land cover/land 
use classes present in the study area, the city of Trabzon in Turkey. 
Results show that the use of representative training data can help 
the classifier to produce more accurate and reliable results. An 
improvement of several percent in classification accuracy can make 
a significant effect on the quality of the classified image. Results 
also confirm the value of visualization tools for the assessment of 
training pixels through decision boundary analysis.
Kailash et al. [13] propose two approaches for Brain Tumor 
Detection based on artificial neural networks. The networks 
were categorized into feed-forward neural networks and Back 
propagation neural Network. The purpose is to develop tools 

for discriminating malignant tumors from benign ones assisting 
decision making in clinical diagnosis. The proposed approach 
utilizes a combination of these two neural network techniques 
and is composed of several steps including segmentation, feature 
vector extraction and learning model. These two methods can 
then be used to filter out non-suspecting brain scans as well as 
to point out suspicious regions that have similar property as the 
tumor regions.

III. Methodology

A. Multilayer Perceptrons
Artificial Neural Network architecture is known as a multilayer 
perceptron (MLP). Neural networks operational principle is simple. 
Each input layer neuron has a value, so that the input layer holds 
input vector. Each neuron connects to other neurons in the next 
neuron layer. Artificial Neural Networks’ architecture is a neuron 
layout grouped in layers. ANN’s main parameters include: layer 
numbers, neuron number per layer, connectivity level and neuron 
interconnector types. A multilayer Perceptron (MLP) is an original 
Perceptron model variant proposed by Rosenblatt in 1950 [14]. 
It has one/more hidden layers between input and output layers, 
neurons are in layers, connections are always directed from lower 
to upper layers, same layer neurons are not interconnected. 

The neural network’s first layer is the input layer containing n 
neurons; the last network layer is the output layer, containing m 
neurons. In the Perceptron model, a neuron with a linear weighted 
net function and threshold activation function are used. Input to a 
neuron x= (x1, x2, x3, …, xn) is a feature vector in n-dimensional 
feature space. The net function f(x) is a weighted sum of inputs:

B. Input Layer
A predictor variable vector of values  (x1, x2, x3, …, xn) is presented 
to the input layer. The input layer distributes values to each neuron 
in the hidden layer. In addition to the predictor variables, a constant 
input of 1.0, called bias is fed to each hidden layer; the bias is 
multiplied by a weight and added to sum going into the neuron 
[14].

C. Hidden Layer
Neurons between an input and output layers are the hidden layer 
neurons. Outputs from hidden layer are distributed to the output 
layer. First hidden layer neurons are directly connected to input 
layer (data layer) of neural network.

D. Output Layer
Reaching an output layer neuron, value from every hidden layer 
neuron is multiplied by a weight (wkj), and resulting weighted 
values are added, producing a combined value vj. The weighted 
sum (vj) is fed to a transfer function σ, which outputs value yk. 
The y values are network outputs.
The logistic function defined by:
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Fig. 1: Mapping the Weights of the Neural Network from Problem 
Space (Left Hand Side) Into a Chromosome

E. Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO)
PSO [10] is a swarm intelligence algorithm where particles fly 
through a constraint guided multidimensional search space, the 
best swarm particles, and their previous positions. Velocity is 
the mechanism used for this movement. This makes exploration 
of continuous space efficient and thorough with correct problem 
parameters. 
PSO is an evolutionary computing technique and it is also a 
population based search algorithm, founded on simulation of 
social behavior of birds in a flock. A swarm includes a particle set, 
with each representing a potential solution. A particle’s position 
changes and operation in a swarm are influenced by neighbor’s 
experience and knowledge.
To begin with a random solution set or a set of particles are 
considered. Random velocity is provided to each particle and 
they fly through problem space. Each particle’s memory keeps 
track of previous best position and corresponding fitness. Each 
individual’s best position value is stored as ‘pid’. In other words, 
‘pid’ is best position acquired by individual particle during its 
movement within a swarm. It has a value called ‘pgd’, which 
is the best value of all particles ‘pid’ in the swarm. PSO’s basic 
concept lies in accelerating each particle to its ‘pid’ and ‘pgd’ 
locations [11].
The velocity of the ith particle of d dimension is given by:

Fig. 2: Flowchart for PSO

The position vector of the ith particle of d dimension is updated 
as follows:

VI. Experimental Results
The cognitive behavior of 82 students studying in undergraduate 
and postgraduate courses was captured using questionnaires. They 
were initially subjected to go through a known subject and an 
unknown subject in a popular online learning website. The typical 
questions were in the areas of 

Learning ability• 
Indication about meaningfulness of error messages• 
Preference to read text rather than to listen to a lecture• 
Visualization of content read as a mental picture• 

Typical questions in the questionnaire are as follows:
I prefer content that is challenging so I can learn new 1. 
things. 
Compared with other websites this website is better in terms 2. 
of content.
I am so nervous during the online test that I cannot remember 3. 
facts I have learned
I often choose advanced concept links even if they require 4. 
more work
I am sure I can do an excellent job on the problems and tasks 5. 
assigned for this session
I think I will receive a good grade in this class6. 
Even when I do poorly on a test I try to learn from my 7. 
mistakes
I think that what I am learning in this class is useful for me 8. 
to know
I think that what we are learning in this website is 9. 
interesting
Understanding this subject is important to me10. 

Table 1: Neural Network Parameters
Number of Hidden Layer 2
Number of processing elements 
–upper 4

Number of processing elements – 
lower 4

Transfer function of hidden layer – 
upper Gaussian 

Transfer function of hidden layer – 
lower Sigmoid

Learning Rule of hidden layer Momentum 
Step size 0.1
Momentum 0.7
Transfer function of output layer Sigmoid
Learning Rule of output layer Momentum
Step size 0.1
Momentum 0.7
Number of Iterations 1000
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Table 3: Classification Accuracy
Neural Network Algorithms General Cognition
MLP 75.6%
Parallel MLP 92%
Proposed GA PMLP 92.68%
Proposed PSO PMLP 95.12%

Fig. 3: Classification Accuracy

Table 3 and fig. 3 show the classification accuracy of General 
cognition for different algorithms. It is observed that the proposed 
PSO MLP performs better than all the other algorithms.

V. Conclusion
In this paper study considered a new method to identify 
user’s preferences based on his/her cognitive behavior.  Using 
simulation the capability of the proposed MLP optimization was 
demonstrated. PMLP is combined with PSO. PMLP with many 
hidden layers performs better than with one/two hidden layers 
regarding output performance parameters. A questionnaire was 
prepared/surveyed with 82 students through their cognitive aspects 
are identified and also classify the user’s preferences using PSO-
PMLP with enhanced classification accuracy. The web learning 
system’s preferred layout is captured through questionnaire and 
the results show that proposed PSO-PMLP is a better classification 
algorithm. 
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